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This IBM Redbook is about WebSphere Application Server V5.0.2 for Linux on iSeries. It begins with a brief discussion of WebSphere Application Server V5.0.2, then provides details about product positioning on the OS/400 versus Linux for iSeries platforms, and about the features included in various packaging options.

This Redbook then provides detailed instructions for installing and configuring WebSphere Application Server V5.0.2 for Linux on iSeries. It presents connectivity scenarios between OS/400 resources and Java applications running under WebSphere Application Server V5.0.2 for Linux on iSeries, focused on JDBC provider and program-to-program calling. This information is provided in the context of several realistic business applications.

Administration and operation tips and techniques are presented as well.

This Redbook helps administrators and developers of WebSphere Application Server V5.0.2 for Linux on iSeries. In addition, it is useful to IT managers or decision makers when considering the pros and cons of the product offerings between OS/400 and Linux on iSeries.
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Automatic Wealth: The Six Steps to Financial IndependenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This book contains everything I know about making money, saving
it, starting a business, and achieving a life of moneyed leisure. And
doing it fast enough to satisfy not just Boca but anyone who doesn’t
have the time or desire to do it The Millionaire Next Door way by saving
a few thousand dollars a year for 30 or 40...
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Getting Started with Sensors: Measure the World with Electronics, Arduino, and Raspberry PiMaker Media, Inc, 2014

	To build electronic projects that can sense the physical world, you need to build circuits based around sensors: electronic components that react to physical phenomena by sending an electrical signal. Even with only basic electronic components, you can build useful and educational sensor projects.

	

	But if you incorporate...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-561): Microsoft® .NET Framework 3.5 ADO.NET Application Development (Self-Paced Training Kits)Microsoft Press, 2009
This training kit  is designed for developers who plan to take Microsoft Certified Technical  Specialist (MCTS) exam 70-561, as well as for developers who need to know how to  create data-driven applications using the ADO.NET and Microsoft .NET Framework  3.5. We assume that before...
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Linux Command Line and Shell Scripting BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Learn all the command lines for all Linux shells in this one-stop guide
    There's a lot to be said for going back to basics. Not only does this Bible give you a quick refresher on the structure of open-source Linux software, it also shows you how to bypass the hefty graphical user interface on Linux systems and start...
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The Ethical Hack: A Framework for Business Value Penetration TestingAuerbach Publications, 2004
This book explains the methodologies, framework, and "unwritten conventions" that ethical hacks should employ to provide the maximum value to organizations that want to harden their security. This book is unique in that it goes beyond the technical aspects of penetration testing to address the processes and rules of engagement required...
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Java EE 7 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2013

	Java EE 7 Recipes takes an example-based approach in showing how to program Enterprise Java applications in many different scenarios. Be it a small-business web application, or an enterprise database application, Java EE 7 Recipes provides effective and proven solutions to accomplish just about any task that you may...
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